Simultaneous measurement of the dynamic emissivity and the radiance of the shocked Al/LiF interface in the near-infrared wavelength.
A novel method based on signal superimposing has been presented to simultaneously measure the dynamic emissivity and the radiance of a shocked sample/window interface in the near-infrared wavelength. In this method, we have used three rectangle laser pulses to illuminate the sample/window interface via an integrating sphere and expect that the reflected laser pulses from the sample/window interface can be superimposed on its thermal radiation at the shocked steady state by time precision synchronization. In the two proving trials, the second laser pulse reflected from the Al/LiF interface has been successfully superimposed on its thermal radiation despite large flyer velocity uncertainty. The dynamic emissivity and the radiance at 1064 nm have been obtained simultaneously from the superimposing signals. The obtained interface temperatures are 1842 ± 82 K and 1666 ± 154 K, respectively, the corresponding release pressures are 65.7 GPa and 62.6 GPa, and the deduced Hugonoit temperatures are consistent with the theoretical calculations. In comparison, the fitting temperatures from the gray body model are 300-500 K higher than our experimental measurement results and the theoretical calculations.